Function
Traditionally, in quality control, there are two loops 'quality of design' and 'quality of conformance', but there is awareness of the need for an extra loop called 'quality of functional perception'. This concept is the process of correctly identifying the function required and then matching the design specification and subsequently the manufacture to the 'quality of functional perception' loop. This is now emerging as a prerequisite for obtaining optimum performance and manufacture with the advent of new processes, miniaturization, surface geometries and applications. It turns out that despite the fact that everything to the right of this loop in figure 1 depends directly on this loop, less work has been carried out on it than on anything else: there is not even a strategy for tackling this fundamental point.
(a) Geometrical and physical properties
There were a considerable variety of problems contained in this input to the discussion, mainly because of the very wide range of component size from telescope mirrors of many metres diameter, to microelectromechanical systems and semiconductor devices. It was pointed out that miniaturization changes everything not least being the change in just about all properties at the nanoscale. Size, shape and texture often become independent of each other functionally, which is a situation that has not existed before in engineering and which needs new strategies for dealing with them. One of the biggest setbacks of recent times is the realization that traditional methods can no longer always be relied upon to control performance. One reason for this is the fact that as the size reduces, the importance of surfaces, interfaces and boundaries increases markedly and as a consequence, surface texture and features take on an especially important role. This is why this meeting was convened to address these problems. Traditional ways of characterizing new types of surface and even calibrating them requires change that often is not yet available. Figure 2 gives the general questions being asked.
(b) New types of surface
The influence of the new types of structured and freeform surfaces on functional properties is not well understood, neither is how to specify them on drawings or even to calibrate or characterize them. It is accepted that on balance they enhance performance, but stories abound about the consequences of not understanding the fundamentals of their behaviour. If, for example, the wrong structured surface is used, then the performance output can be very wrong. In other words, errors in selection can be disastrous [1] .
One way now being advocated to improve the knowledge base is to investigate the natural world that demonstrates multiple successful uses of structured surfaces. Current investigations are concentrating on friction and flow problems by studying snakes and sharks. Contact can also be investigated via geckos and spiders. This investigation of natural examples seems to be a sensible way to proceed.
(c) Standards
Some concern was expressed at the lack of artefacts for helping to control the manufacture of structured and freeform surfaces, for example artefacts to control the texture of master rolls in the 'roll to roll' production of 'structured surface' plastic sheet film. Lack of artefacts for controlling the quality of freeform surfaces was also a concern.
In addition, on standardization, there was considerable irritation at the complexity in International Organization for Standardization (ISO) documents (rule-based standards), which need to be urgently improved regarding the knowledge integration and structural simplification. A smart platform is needed to provide a more palatable alternative to easily implement the ISO standards, similar to American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) documents, which are nearly always in a complete book form, however ASME documentations are example-based standards.
Characterization
Characterization is important because it condenses the vast amount of information within any activity into manageable and yet significant blocks. Characterizing function, metrology and manufacture in turn enables a 'route' to be constructed through a series of operations in order to finish with an acceptable outcome, as shown in figure 3, which shows a breakdown of some of the problems facing metrologists. It highlights the point that if a requirement for one aspect of the function-manufacture chain changes, then every link also has to change in a balanced way: an occurrence that presupposes the practitioners in each link have an equal or comparable level of knowledge, which is now even less true than it was in the past. This problem is likely to get worse unless changes are made in the education of engineers to take more account of physics and probably chemistry.
Characterization has always been difficult for traditional surfaces, but with freeform and structured surfaces, it has become even more complicated (figure 4). For example, traditional and structured surfaces are basically planar so that they can be characterized from a two-dimensional plane. Unfortunately, this is not the case for freeform surfaces that cannot be reduced sensibly to an areal situation without unacceptable distortion: a fact that has been known for many years but which has not previously concerned engineers. A promising approach has been suggested based on the use of the Fick diffusion equation that allows a non-Euclidean treatment [2] . Structured surfaces, although apparently simple, are better dealt with using non-typical engineering techniques such as image analysis and pattern recognition because these have been developed for areal scanning rather than for the analysis of surface heights, which is the background to traditional surface characterization. Areal autocorrelation methods have been suggested as a possible basis for identifying the 'unit tile' of the pattern in the presence of noise inherent in the process [3] . There are, in addition, moves to characterize the manufacturing process in more modern ways. These tie in with moves to advance the traditional characterization approach based on a single surface to multiple surfaces so as to better describe what actually happens in real tribological situations. The concept of the 'function map' is used for this 'active parameter' approach [4] .
Instrumentation
There was a lot of interest in instrumentation for metrology. This ranged from considerations of where the instrumentation should fit relative to the manufacturing loop (shown in figure 1 ) to the types of instrument and sensor that should be used.
One primary concern was for the measurement of extreme features on freeform and structured surfaces. These were invariably in the form of edges and high aspect ratio features on the surfaces. Roughness on edges and faces was a particular concern. There were two approaches, one advocating the use of multiple probes that can enable edge and boundary positions on semiconductor patterns to be better controlled and also to enable edge curvatures on freeform geometries such as found on turbines to be measured with accuracy. 'Lab-on-a-chip' technology using miniature probes (incorporating novel interferometers on a chip to obtain the signal) enable the necessary processing to be carried out in situ.
The other approach is to use laser scanners which when coupled with five axis (5.1) movements and adjustments, found commonly on machining centres etc., could be used quickly and effectively, thereby competing with coordinate measuring machines. Another trend in machining and metrology is to use laser tracking to pin point, directly, the 'exact' position of the tool or probe relative to the workpiece and thereby force it to follow prescribed paths, closing the loop via laser distances rather than by coordinate axes: a technique that incidentally is not new (figure 5). This approach has the considerable benefit that the measurement system does not incur Abbe errors. At present, this technique is used for calibration purposes; it may well be feasible to use the method for tracking the dynamic movement of the instrument probe.
These faster methods are not only very flexible, but they also have the advantage that the probe or tool can be kept perpendicular to the workpiece at all times: a real benefit when measuring freeform surfaces such as high-precision moulds and dies.
Instrument performance enhancement, using extensions to error separation methods used in the past, is now made possible by making additional use of the shape of the part and the configuration of the instrument to improve the estimate of the systematic error. Inversion methods, used traditionally to predict true geometry from the measured data, are clarifying the theory of measurement essential to progression in the new era of metrology. It seems that it may be possible to unravel with these methods the difficult problems associated with understanding the probe tip to surface interactions incurred when measuring at the sub-micrometre and sub-nanometre scale with atomic force microscopy, for example.
Thermal effects in machine tools and to some extent the environments surrounding coordinate measuring systems can be more important than previously thought, making the compensation of geometrical errors less relevant. Current thinking suggests that thermal and environmental effects can easily be three times more important. Also, the need to establish accurate high-temperature fixed points (above the copper point) is growing as manufacturing processes become more demanding and processing temperatures get higher than approximately 2000
• C.
General metrology in manufacture
There is a move for less operator involvement in all aspects of manufacture control, and metrology is moving inexorably towards in-process measurement to enable adaptive adjustments to be made to the process parameters in real time via intelligent sensors at the point of machining. However, 100 per cent inspection on high 'value add' items is now the norm until their manufacturing process is fully understood. Also, there is dissatisfaction with the idea of just having a final inspection of the part at the end of the production line. There is a move towards using more metrology steps to verify all different aspects of the manufacture because this approach can be shown to cut down overall wastage. As part of the general strategy of optimization, there is a requirement for a metrology 'toolbox' approach to aid manufacture. Ideally, there would be a similar requirement for function, but this is some way off, as shown in figure 6 .
The metrology toolbox would comprise a number of instrument modules capable of being built into systems for the measurement of different features of the workpiece. These would include 'menus' for size, shape, texture and defects. A toolbox for manufacture would also ideally include units capable of contributing to the assessment of surface integrity and not just geometry because there is evidence that modern processes such as laser patterning could damage the subsurface in a way that adversely affects performance even more than conventional machining.
Conclusions
The shift towards miniature parts changes many properties pertinent to metrology and manufacture as well as to function. In particular, miniaturization makes surfaces, interfaces and boundaries more important than at the macroscale. These changes have to be understood, and the engineer will have to feel comfortable in designing and working with these changes in mind. It will require a review of engineering education to make it more interdisciplinary, especially in physics and chemistry.
There is a growing awareness of the importance of freeform and structured surfaces in modern manufacturing technology. Here are some comments.
-There has been real progress in characterizing freeform and structured surfaces and there is also now a possibility of more realistic characterization of traditional surfaces. -It is recognized that structured and freeform surfaces are beneficial, but it is not all good news. Wrong usage can be disastrous, and these surfaces are intolerant of small errors in shape and positioning. -Standardization calibration and traceability of these surfaces and their method of generation is still in an early stage, and more work needs to be carried out as a matter of urgency.
Looking towards nature for guidance in designing new surfaces for contact, friction and flow phenomena is proving to be fruitful. Geckos, snakes and sharks, respectively, seem to fit the requirements mentioned earlier! Emphasis is being placed as near to the point of action as is possible. Direct knowledge of the position of the tool or the measurement probe relative to the workpiece is now possible so that measuring the surface at the same time as carrying out some processing to provide process control, i.e. tool wear or breakage and processing the surface signal, should take place exactly where it is needed and not in some remote place: indirect intervention is being phased out wherever possible! Laser tracking methods, laser scanning technology and miniature surface probes are proving to be useful in this endeavour, especially in producing complex freeform surface shapes of both large and small objects.
An integrated approach to metrology could be furthered by the use of a toolbox that contains modular instrument units capable of being matched to a multiplicity of different metrology tasks. There is evidence that this approach will be able to take advantage of the considerable progress in semiconductor technology.
It should be possible to make more use of mathematical methods to enhance instrument performance and to investigate complex probe/surface interactions as well as to push forward the theory of measurement.
In order to make the best use of new and traditional geometries in a 'value add' context, there has to be a better understanding of the relationship between the geometry of a workpiece and its function. More particularly, there has to be a strategy for determining what the function really is, so that the correct design specification can be decided before manufacture and its attendant metrology commences.
